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1 Introduction
Our objective is to provide experimentalists with neuromechanical control hypotheses that can be tested
with kinematic data sets. To illustrate the approach, we select legged animals responding to perturba-
tions during running. In the following sections, we briefly outline our dynamical systems approach, state
our over-arching hypotheses, define four neuromechanical control architectures (NCAs) and conclude by
proposing a series of perturbation experiments that can begin to identify the simplest architecture that
best represents an animal’s controller.
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1.1 From Description to Prescription of Motor Control
Descriptive neuromechanical studies of the last decade have achieved a broad consensus that Bernstein’s
[3] “degrees of freedom” problem finds its resolution in a hierarchy of coordinated synergies. There is
widespread biomechanical evidence of kinematic reduction in a diversity of mammalian motor patterns
such as reaching [54], body segment coordination [2], and walking [33, 42]. Similarly, dynamical motor
behaviors offer longstanding [7] and accumulating [24] evidence for collapse of dimension in vertebrate
and invertebrate running and, more recently, climbing [31]. Discoveries from vertebrate [8, 9, 67] and
invertebrate [60] neuroscience suggest that neural activation results in precise, kinematically selective
synergies of muscle activation. A consensus view has emerged for a hierarchical description of animal
motion control architecture in which a modular [57] complex of motor functions combines distributed [8]
feedforward pattern generating units [34] mediated by local feedback [61] with influence from, rather
than domination by conventionally posited “higher” centers of function [5].
The next challenge in motor science is to move from this broad consensus regarding description
to the point of prescription. This latter term denotes computational models that might tie the widely
accepted accounts of biological structure to their function in the production of empirical motor behavior,
thereby producing testable predictions of motor control architecture. Our use of the term “architecture”
underscores our larger interest in how the components of motor control are put together under various
circumstances. The descriptive consensus supporting a modular hierarchy encourages the expectation
that this should now be possible. Namely, prescriptive computational models capable of accounting for
a diverse variety of animal activity ought to incorporate some hierarchical decomposition into motor
primitives [69].
In the contemporary literature such models take divergent form and seem to vary widely even con-
cerning their scope. For example, several decades of advances in the primate reaching and grasping
literature have achieved the textbook [73] consensus that a kinematic task-oriented reference trajectory
“leads” the compliant musculoskeletal system through a representative motion around which the neces-
sary stabilizing torques and forces are generated at the joint level. However, elements of controversy [43]
still surround the extent to which such feedforward signals [20] are “pre-processed” by the nervous sys-
tem using learned internal models to compute the inverse dynamics [45] as would be required to insure
asymptotically exact tracking in the equivalent rigid body mechanism and as observed in humans [39].
Moreover, the very question of how such a library of feedforward signals is constructed, deployed, and
potentially mediated by the animal’s immediate or longer term mechanical experience remains uncertain.
In reaching tasks, the endpoints of the reference trajectory are presumably driven by perception.
Various optimality criteria have been proposed to explain how the resulting interpolating curve is con-
structed [4, 58, 77]. Within this framework, the tradeoffs between feedforward and feedback influences
can be determined by stochastic optimal control theory [52,53]. Recent evidence [71] suggests that such
discrete motor acts may be initiated and organized differently from rhythmic behaviors such as steady
running.
It is worth noting that notions of optimality do not always offer broad prescriptive power. For
example, the composition of optimal trajectories is typically not optimal. The appeal to optimality
may confound the development of more fundamental compositional principles. For example, arguments
for the “power law” [64, 77], and, more particularly, that the observed episodic power law trajectories
constitute the alphabet of a “motor language” have been shown to be equally well explained as artifacts
of nonlinear kinematics [70,75].
In contrast, we find the framework of dynamical systems particularly attractive because it permits
a malleable but precise means of exploring the composition of modules respecting both their spatial
arrangement and temporal sequencing. Dynamical representations of mechanical modules are familiar,
and the utility of “collapsed” abstractions of such models has a growing tradition in biomechanics [6,25]
and robotics [49,63] – a bouncing spring mass system being one such model or template. Physiologically
meaningful dynamical models of neurons [40] can be reduced to two [23, 56] or three [30] dimensional
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dynamical systems in principled ways that retain the salient physiological dependencies with very few
lumped parameters. In turn, these can be assembled as physiologically representative [59] modules, in
a network of coupled oscillators that admits further mathematically principled reduction in dimension
via phase variables [29].
1.2 Dynamical Systems Approach to Neuromechanics
  
Thoracic Ganglia
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Fig. 1. Representation of animal locomotion as coupled oscillators. Systems are modeled by using two different
types of oscillators. The hypothesized thoracic ganglion central pattern generators in arthropods are represented
by first order clocks or oscillators (single circles). The musculo-skeletal system is represented by mass-spring
systems or second order oscillators. We represent this second order property of a mechanical degree of freedom
by means of the double circle icon. A Template. The model with fewest parameters is termed the template.
B Anchor. A model more representative of the animal, the anchor, shows the coupling of three neural and
mechanical oscillators. C Animal. A modified form of this figure appeared in [50]
Adopting a dynamical systems approach to the study of steady state rhythmic activities such as
running has led to several general hypotheses regarding the structure of neuromechanical control [50].
For ease of exposition we state these hypotheses within the framework of deterministic dynamical sys-
tems theory, although it is clear that a far more subtle treatment of the inevitable variability in real
data, for example along the lines presented in [65], would be required to handle the results of physical
experimentation.
Hypothesis H1 - Dynamic stability
We have proposed that the primary requirement of an animal’s neuromechanical control strategy is
to stabilize its motion around orbits or limit cycles – periodic solutions to the equations of motion
describing the animal coupled to its environment in whose neighborhood there are no other periodic
solutions [26]. In a dynamical systems‘ sense, stability can be defined as the tendency of a system to
return to a steady state even when perturbed. Perturbations shift the state onto nearby trajectories
that are either stable (lead back toward the limit cycle) or unstable (lead away from it). For a locomotor
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behavior to be effective, the limit cycle must be stable and the motion must return to the limit cycle after
all sufficiently small perturbations. Typically, dynamical systems models predict that perturbations to
mechanical state variables (positions and velocities) will differ in rate of recovery, be coupled, and will
reveal systematic shifts in the relative timing of limb coordination.
Hypothesis H2 - Collapse of dimensions
We have proposed that multiple legs, joints and muscles operate synergistically to reduce the number
of dimensions permitting the limit cycle to be represented by a simple, low dimensional template [25]
dynamical system (see Fig. 1). The relationship between the low dimensional template and the higher
dimensional anchor models that are more closely tied to the animal’s morphology is via a posture
principle. The posture principle states that each behavior has a characteristic family of body postures
associated with it, and that through maintaining the body in these postures the animal forces the high
dimensional anchor dynamics to closely follow those of a lower dimensional template. For example, many
animals with diverse morphologies and varying number of legs run in a way that moves the center of
mass as though it is bouncing on a single elastic pogo-stick [7] (Fig. 1).
Hypothesis H3 - Tunable coordination control architecture
We have hypothesized the presence of a tunable coordination control architecture that couples together
an “internal” clock or central pattern generator (CPG), whose period is directly controllable, and the
rhythmically oscillating mechanical system of the animal’s body, whose period is only controllable indi-
rectly by adding or removing energy. Following the example of [14], we represent the CPGs in animal’s
nerve cord as first order oscillators in phase coordinates on the circle. A first order system cannot os-
cillate without some switching controller unless its state lies on a circle [81]. Because frequency is the
control input to the system, we denote a first order oscillator by a single circle (blue circles with an
arrow; Fig. 1). We represent an animal’s musculoskeletal system as a body mass atop a leg spring. These
mechanical systems function as second order oscillators that have a phase velocity (frequency) altered
generally through the intermediary of a power input changing its energy. We represent this second order
property of a mechanical degree of freedom by means of the double circle icon (double red circles with
arrows; Fig. 1).
The coupling of a neuro-oscillator with a mechanical oscillator substantially reduces the number of
feedforward signals required for motion. Paradigms such as Equilibrium Point Trajectory and adaptive
inverse dynamics internal models, are yet to explain the construction and organization of the library of
feedforward signals necessary for each movement. In a coupled oscillator model, feedforward reference
signals arise as the output of a dynamical system – a neural pattern generator equivalent to an explicitly
parametrized “library” of trajectories – whose “entries” are parametrized by the dynamical system’s
state space or initial condition. Each different initial condition gives rise to a different reference trajectory.
Yet, no independent library of particular trajectories is stored.
Even more importantly for our present purposes, a dynamical representation of the driving signal
or neural clock is not only amenable to hypotheses related to motor “learning” but to the possibility
of more immediate influences back from the musculoskeletal system up to the internal clock. Whether
modified more or less by feedback a purely feedforward signal generator cannot readily change the timing
of events. In contrast, expressing our internal command generator as a clock allows the possibility that
the mechanical subsystem might retard or advance its phase. By embracing a dynamical representation
of the internal reference signal generator, we will explore in this chapter the extent to which relatively
simple physical mechanical perturbations of an animal’s gait can be used to probe the presence and
nature of such feedback influences upon an internal pattern generator by the physical experience of the
musculoskeletal system.
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Fig. 2. Neuromechanical control architectures (NCAs) can be classified by broad properties that include the
degree of centralization and the extent feedback information can affect the feed-forward signals the controller
produces. In this chapter we describe three control architectures with a central pattern generator that utilize
increasing levels of feedback processing (as indicated by the white arrow) and compare them with an architecture
NCA0 that has no CPG
1.3 The Neuromechanical “Operating Point”
Within a coupled oscillator framework, we adopt the classification of [48, 50], organizing the range
of variation of neuromechanical control models into a plane of designs (Fig. 2) available for selection
by the animal’s nervous system. We posit that the choice of operating point in this plane selects the
coordination coupling the dynamics of internal neural oscillator and musculoskeletal force production.
The axes of this plane can be characterized by the balance between feed-forward and feedback control,
and the degree of centralization of the information flow.
No single operating point in the plane seems to characterize exclusively the behavior of any animal
model. For example, at the more extreme “feedback, decentralized quadrant” of the two axis design plane
(Fig. 2) lie decades of careful empirical study on invertebrate walking [17] that have yielded algorithmic
prescriptions less familiar to optimal control theory, but readily studied using the tools of dynamical
systems theory [11, 48] and demonstrably capable of coordinating complex multi-limbed locomotion in
physical [13] models operating in the quasi-static regime. Yet recent experiments have identified [10]
and simulation studies confirmed the important role of feedforward pattern generators in the walking
behavior of this animal model [21]. In contrast, early models of rhythmic vertebrate behavior suggested
the prominence of a strongly centralized feedforward CPG signal [34], whereas recent studies [35] have
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revealed a more nuanced balance between feedforward and feedback influences. It seems increasingly
clear that animal locomotion strategies span the entire neuromechanical architecture plane (Fig. 2).
Surely, one contributing factor to the difficulty of prescribing motor behavior is that the theoretical
underpinnings of different regions in this design plane manifest different levels of maturity. Whereas
the theory and practice of adaptive inverse dynamics reference tracking controllers for rigid body ma-
nipulators, was worked out two decades ago [66, 74, 80], the dynamics of coupled nonlinear oscillators
underlying the complete architectural design space of interest remains an active area of mathematical
research. Similarly, while there is a three hundred year old literature on Lagrangian mechanics, neural
models admit no appeal to physical first principles at the comparable level of universality and methods
of abstraction. Nevertheless, the last two decade’s intense effort put into both the mathematical formal-
ism and the modeling applications of CPG theory [41] supply us with a two important concepts: the
notions of phase and phase response curves.
A large literature on locomotion oriented coupled-oscillators, following on the seminal Cohen-Holmes-
Rand Lamprey CPG model [14], enjoys a ubiquity guaranteed by “isochron theory” [36,81]. This model
of coupled first order oscillators has been successfully applied to numerous rhythmic applications ranging
from human hand manipulations [76] to robotic juggling [47] and running [78]. One subsequent effort
toward integrated neuromechanical (in the sense of a second order dynamical generator) modeling of
the coupling between internal pattern generators and the mechanical body working in its environment,
the Haken-Kelso-Bunz model [38] has stimulated rhythmic studies in humans [46] that support the
predicted appearance of certain bifurcations. Moreover, recent efforts [62] to ground this model in more
detail seem to give the promise of further insight into the mechanisms of human coordination. But
the model hypothesizes a fundamentally fixed architecture, occupying a particular point in the feed-
forward/feedback and centralized/decentralized plane of motor coordination.
Still missing are broadly applicable behavioral assays such as perturbation experiments that might
help pin down at what operating point in this “design space” [48, 50] any specific motor activity is
maintained, much less a prescriptive view of how some specific environmental condition or particular
task might dictate (or at least constrain) that selection. This chapter places particular emphasis on the
feedforward/feedback axis of the design space for more centralized controllers (right side of Fig. 2). We
do so within the framework of coupled oscillators where we couple a single neural pattern generator to
a single mechanical oscillator rather than focusing on the decentralized coupling of individual neural
pattern generators to each other [32] or mechanical oscillators to one another [38].
2 Neuromechanical control architectures
Here we compare four classes of neuromechanical control architectures (NCA0 through NCA3, illustrated
in Fig. 3). NCA1 through NCA3 embody increasing levels of feedback influence on pattern generated
by the nervous system, and NCA0 offers an alternative with no CPG. These explore the operating
points in the neuromechanical control architectural space that go from more feedforward to greater
feedback within a centralized architecture (Fig. 2). Our choice of architectures is strongly influenced
by the biological literature and by analogies to controllers of legged robots built by one of the authors
(Koditschek, [68]) and robots built by other collaborators.
Our architectural classes sample a range of possible couplings between the sub-systems of Fig. 1. The
simplest instance is one where only the mechanical state of the animal is of importance and processing
is minimal, whereas the most complex is one where a neural controller uses feedback to stabilize the
mechanics and internally represents the phase of the mechanical system with bidirectional coupling to
a CPG. Two more architectures of intermediate complexity and processing ability are described.
In proposing these architectures we do not suggest that any one of them describes the structure of
the neuromechanical control system in any given animal, or corresponds in a direct way to morphology.
Rather, we propose these as parsimonious and testable models for control used in specific behaviors.
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Fig. 3. Columns represent the control architectures NCA0 through NCA3. The Task Level Control block
generates a constant setting of parameters for the behavior (e.g. “use tripod gait at 15 cm/sec”). CPG plays out a
scheduled periodic signal at the frequency selected by the task level control and possibly modulated by feedback.
Tracking compares actual and reference trajectories in a time–invariant way to generate a force activation.
Muscles and Skeleton interact mechanically with the Environment and also modify the representation of
the environment returned by Sensing
A conclusive experimental outcome – one that rejects simpler feedback architectures in favor of more
elaborate ones – enables us to say that during a specific task or behavior a control architecture as
simple as the one we find is sufficient for explaining the outcome, and is functionally equivalent to the
animal’s controller within this restricted context. An animal may use controllers from all of these classes
in different behavioral contexts, or when dealing with extreme perturbations in the same behavioral
context.
The exact outcomes possible with models belonging to each architecture class are sensitive to the
details of the equations of motion. Nevertheless, some conclusions can be drawn if we assume two
properties: asymptotic stability of the periodic motion, and structural stability of the dynamical system.
The former property implies that any initial state sufficiently close to the periodic orbit governing
the locomotor behavior moves onto the orbit. The latter property implies that the dynamics remain
unchanged (in a topological sense) if the equations of motion are modified by small changes.
While both these assumptions may not hold for some models of locomotion, we feel they are justified
for practical reasons. Persistent locomotive behaviors seem to have a periodic structure that animals
revert to even when perturbed by the environment. Asymptotic stability expresses this reversion in
mathematical language. Structural stability expresses the fact that properties of the animal’s body
and environment are variable, and to maintain a behavior, the equations of motion must be effectively
insensitive to this variability.
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2.1 NCA0 – Spring Mass with no Clock
The simplest class of architectures we propose is outside the feedforward – feedback axis of Fig. 2, in that
it contains no CPG at all and thus the extent of feedback to CPG is immaterial. The behavior of NCA0
systems is governed almost entirely by mechanical dynamics. As the block diagram in Fig. 3 illustrates,
once the task level goals are set all dynamics are mediated by the mechanical interaction alone. The
defining property of NCA0 systems is this lack of “internal” non-mechanical state, allowing equations
of motion to be written solely in terms of instantaneous mechanical state variables. By observing the
mechanical state of a NCA0 system one may predict its future course, and so mechanically identical
“snapshots” of a behavior should reliably lead to similar motions over multiple cycles of motion. What
little control there is occurs at the transition between mechanical regimes. Like the lateral leg spring
model (LLS) [72] and the spring loaded inverted pendulum model (SLIP) [6], running NCA0 systems
stabilize by virtue of how the posture of the body evolves from ground contact to ground contact 3.
For example, in the simplest model presented in [72] it is shown that after a perturbation by a lateral
impulse, the angle between the body heading and the direction of motion becomes smaller from step to
step by virtue of the leg force acting on the body. The instantaneous mechanical state of the model is
sufficient to make such an argument, and predict future cycles of motion.
2.2 NCA1 – Clock Driven Spring Mass
The second class of architectures is a family of driven mechanisms with variable stiffness. These and all
subsequent architecture classes we consider differ from the previous class by the introduction of a clock
that “keeps internal time” via its phase θ. In this second architectural class, the clock is uncontrolled. It
runs at a constant frequency ω and sets the mechanism’s stiffness using a periodic function (a “schedule”)
ψ(θ). No reciprocal influence from the mechanical state modifies either the clock frequency or the stiffness
imposed at any particular phase (see second column of Fig. 3 for a block diagram).
It is convenient to imagine NCA1 systems as compliant-legged clockwork toys. A snapshot of the
kinematic state of a clockwork toy does not tell us whether the internal spring is wound-up or not,
but after observing its motions for a few cycles – they are completely predictable, and they do not
vary except in so far as external forces directly hinder or aid them. The motions themselves cannot be
predicted directly from the mechanical state, but they are predictable periodic functions of time, and
changes to these motions are accomplished only by mechanical means.
Many actual toys are built with NCA1 architectures, as are the fastest running legged robots – the
Sprawl robots [1].
2.3 NCA2 – Tracking Leg Controller
The third class of architectures also contains a feed-forward (dynamically uncoupled) driving clock. The
clock schedule interacts with the body mechanics by inducing the generation of forces. These forces are
not a scheduled pattern of activations – instead they are infinitesimally generated 4 by comparing the
actual trajectory of a leg and a reference schedule driven by the clock. The comparison is carried out by
a filter 5 which in robotics applications would be referred to as a “tracking controller” because it would
cause a leg to track any reference signal. In that sense, the filter realizes an internal representation of
the mechanical dynamics of a leg.
3 The LLS and SLIP models would fall into the NCA0 category – except for the technicality that they are not
fully asymptotically stable and thus do not satisfy our H1 hypothesis
4 We use the phrase “infinitesimally generated” to represent the fact the trajectories are defined in terms of an
ordinary differential equation, which is an equation relating infinitesimal quantities.
5 The term “filter” refers to the feedback laws being specified by a function of the tracking error and its
derivatives rather than merely a function of instantaneous tracking error
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Reflecting this view, our depiction of the Tracking block in Fig. 3 incorporates a feedback channel
that reaches “up” to a level mediating the clock output but not as “high up” as to affect the internal
dynamics of the clock itself.
We constrain the filter to be time invariant, so that the feedback it generates can depend on the form
of the reference trajectory and of the actual trajectory – but cannot depend directly on time. The filter
encodes the mechanical dynamics in the sense of being able to anticipate what force is necessary as a
function of tracking error and state to drive this error to zero, thereby making the mechanical trajectory
converge to the reference.
Unlike NCA1 systems, NCA2 systems react to mechanical perturbations using non-mechanical means
that require some form of neural sensing. As forces are exerted by the musceloskeletal system of the
animal, the kinematic changes induced by these forces are compared with the reference provided by
the clock and forces are adjusted according to discrepancy detected with the sensory information. The
adjustment is time-invariant – it does not depend on “when” in the cycle of motion a particular kinematic
discrepancy occurs, only on the difference between the actual and reference trajectories. Like the stiffness
of the clockwork NCA1 systems, the “desired” reference trajectory is a predictable, periodic function of
time, and by knowing this function, the reaction to an external perturbation is predictable – but unlike
NCA1 systems, this prediction is not purely a mechanical outcome.
Examples of NCA2 systems include most commercially available robots, and the first generation
of controllers for the RHex robots [68]. In the RHex robots, each leg has a “proportional-derivative
(PD) controller” attached to its driveshaft motor. These PD controllers read the state of the driveshaft,
compare it to the desired reference angle for that leg and cause the motor to exert a force proportional
to the size of the error (“Proportional” gain) and the rate of change of that error (“Derivative gain”).
In the sense of Fig. 3, each leg has its own Tracking block that knows nothing about the state of other
legs, and brings that individual leg into conformance with the clock signal.
The filter as set out here bears some correspondence to the classical notion of an “Equilibrium Point
Hypothesis” controller. The major distinction to be drawn here is the origin and meaning of the reference
signal itself. Proponents of the Equilibrium Point Hypothesis [43] and of the more detailed internal
model architecture [45] and its associated optimization literature posit a kinematically (and, possibly,
dynamically) particular reference signal that encodes in detail space-time information sufficient for the
specific motor act being indexed, presuming the mediating feedback will correct the minor imperfections
of the internal model as well as the potentially major perturbations of the un-modeled external world.
In contrast, the reference signal issued by NCA2 works primarily as an infinitesimally generated
“clock” arising as the output of a (typically simple) dynamical system. It may well have space-time
detail grafted on — for example, as in [68, 78, 79], where the piecewise constant vector field is not
simply a constant — but its primary purpose is to time the onset of the different repeated phases of the
rhythmic locomotion cycle.
2.4 NCA3 – Clock Feedback Controller
The fourth and final class of architectures extends the previous class by allowing the clock dynamics
to be affected by the mechanical state, rather than merely having the clock output filtered. We restrict
the NCA3 architecture to systems where the clock feedback is “small” in the sense that the clock never
stops or reverses direction. We also require that the signal generated by the clock remains the same
except for changes in frequency, and that changes to the clock are slow with respect to the gait cycle
time and thus take a step or longer to become noticeable.
It is convenient to think of a NCA3 system as assessing overall “difficulty” and adjusting its desired
frequency accordingly. Depending on the task and the perturbation, the system might speed up or slow
down, always “trying” to accomplish the goals set by the task level control. NCA3 systems are similar
to those with simpler architectures in that they express a one-dimensional loop of “desired” states – the
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reference trajectory – in a predictable cyclic order. The forces exerted are a time invariant function of
the difference between the reference and actual trajectories. Yet, unlike simpler architectures, the rate
at which this sequence of “desires” is expressed depends on sensory information.
An example of a NCA3 device is the RHex robot with the new generation controllers described
in [79].
The succession of architecture classes just introduced may reveal to the reader that we do not posit
the clock as the source of kinematic or dynamic “space-time” detail (although it might be used for that
purpose as well by appropriately detailing the vector field or the feedforward component as exemplified
by [79]) as much as viewing it as a time-keeper. Our point of view is so agnostic about the “true
function” of the internal reference signal that we may just as readily embrace the interpretation that it
is the body’s internal state estimator for the mechanical phase and beyond, as suggested for example
in [53].
3 Kinematic phase – a window into a dynamical system
The challenge of testing neuromechanical control architectures (Fig. 3) and determining the operating
point of an animal in an architectural design space (Fig. 2) is considerable. Perturbations to a system and
its subsequent response are necessary to reject architectures. Recovery responses must be measurable.
Ideally, the approach taken should allow a window into the dynamical system. Both the global responses
at the level of the template or system as well as more local responses at the level of the anchor (the
detailed joint and appendage motions that result in a characteristic posture) should be identifiable.
Recovery of the center of mass to its original limit cycle or to a new one should be detectible. It should
be apparent whether and how perturbations of joints collapse back to a representative posture.
Measuring the recovery of the center of mass from perturbations during running has proved difficult.
Support for the lateral leg spring model (most similar to NCA0) has come from perturbations using a
jetpack on running cockroaches [44]. Cockroaches recover within a step using the intrinsic properties of
their tuned musculo-skeletal system. Evidence for spring-loaded, inverted pendulum behavior has been
found when helmeted guinea fowl recover from a step perturbation when running along a track with a
false top [19] and when humans run on surfaces of various compliance [22]. More common are detailed
kinematics responses to perturbations that add to our intuition about a control hypothesis, but do not
reject a neuromechanical control architecture [51].
Here, we propose a kinematic approach based on phase analysis that can be used by experimentalists
to test neuromechanical control architectures. Biomechanists have long employed gait diagrams and
phase response curves for the study of rhythmic locomotor tasks. In the study of terrestrial locomotor
gaits, the repetitive motions of the limbs are partitioned into cycles based on foot landing and liftoff
events. Phase within a step is typically defined in terms of the fraction of time elapsed since the last
footfall relative to the interval ending with the next footfall. These techniques have been used effectively
in many studies, such as those characterizing inter-leg influences in stick insect walking using phase
response curves [15,16,18].
This standard approach is dependent on a distinguished footfall event. It is often difficult, if not
impossible, to define phase when perturbations significantly change or even destroy the event altogether,
such as when locomoting on a rough terrain where footfalls can be missed entirely. Low time resolution
makes it difficult to differentiate both perturbations and recoveries. For example, a delay in the motion
of a limb induced in early swing may not be resolved from one induced in late swing. More generally,
in such classical methods, frequency is defined by the time elapsed between footfalls – meaning that
frequency is only “measured” once a step, and it is difficult to deduce at what point in time frequency
actually started changing.
Our kinematic phase method enables phase and frequency to be resolved “instantaneously”. In high-
speed video-based kinematic measurements, a phase and frequency can be reliably computed for each
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Fig. 4. Relationship between foot or tarsal paths, their periodic coordinates and phases for a running cockroach.
A Paths of feet relative to the body in constant speed running (experimental data); B Periodic fore-aft positions
xi i = FL,ML, . . . of feet in the body frame (model). The grey lines indicate extrapolated positions of the feet
consistent with motions before the perturbation; C Residual phase of the feet in B (∆Φi) relative to a putative
constant frequency model (Φˆext). The pi phase difference between the two tripods and the constant frequency
are clearly apparent. Each tripod comprises the front and hind legs on one side of the body together with the
middle leg of the other side, as illustrated by the color-coded circles on the right of the figure
pair of consecutive video frames. For example, movements of the feet of a running cockroach relative to
its body (Fig. 4-A) can be plotted as near sinusoidal oscillations as a function of time (Fig. 4-B). If a
cockroach was perturbed by an obstacle that altered the phase of all its legs, then a phase change should
be apparent in the sinusoidal oscillations when the oscillations before the perturbation are compared
with those after (Fig. 4-B). This can be seen by extrapolating the oscillations before the perturbation
into the time after the perturbation (Fig. 4-B, grey lines). Our method determines the change in relative
phase at every instant in the cycle (Fig. 4-C). Cockroaches use an alternating tripod when running fast.
The front left, middle right and left hind leg are in phase, but move in anti-phase to the front right,
middle left and right hind leg. In our example (Fig. 4-C), the relative phase of legs within a tripod is
the same. Before the perturbation, there is no change in the phase of the legs. After the perturbation,
a phase change has occurred in all legs and both tripods. The phase change can be detected for any leg
at any time, even within a step, with readily available kinematic data.
From a theoretical standpoint, our method to calculate instantaneous phase change relies on a dy-
namical systems view. We assume that a locomoting animal is best represented by a high dimensional
dynamical system. Its high dimensional state consists of mechanical quantities such as positions, ve-
locities, strains, etc., as well as myriad non-mechanical quantities representing the state of the nervous
system and the animal’s physiology. In steady state, our hypothesis H1 asserts that its deterministic
periodic behavior is manifest as an isolated cycle embedded in this high dimensional state-space and
thus defining a global phase ΦG. The projection of global phase ΦG on any subset of coordinates asso-
ciated with some sub-system specifies a phase consistent with global phase but expressed only in terms
of that sub-system. As a consequence we can speak of a “mechanical phase” ΦM defined in terms of the
mechanical state variables alone; “kinematic phase” ΦK defined in terms of the kinematic state variables
alone and “leg phases” ΦFR, ΦMR, ΦHR, ΦFL, ΦML, ΦHL for the individual legs (front-right, middle-right,
etc.) of a hexapedal animal.
A priori, the global phase ΦG is difficult to estimate, whereas the “kinematic phase” ΦL of a sub-
system such as a leg L can be estimated more easily by some phase estimation function ΦˆL (we use the
hat ·ˆ to denote estimates of quantities) of its directly observable kinematics. Such an estimate function
is a smooth function of kinematic observations of leg L and corresponds to the actual leg phase ΦL on
the cycle itself. For all states sufficiently near the limit cycle, the global phase ΦG is well defined. The
projected phase ΦL for a sub-system L may be multi-valued because it depends on the state of other
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sub-systems outside of L. As a consequence, the phase estimate ΦˆL for states off the limit cycle will
be different from the actual phase of the sub-system ΦL by a (linearly) small term. Nevertheless, we
argue that by using a combination of these estimates that includes all of the sub-systems that may
move independently in the behavior (e.g. all legs), we can obtain an estimate ΦˆK of the whole kinematic
phase ΦK. In a repetitive and persistent locomotor behavior such as constant velocity forward running,
the complete state of the animal is in correspondence with its kinematic state – otherwise the behavior
would not persist in a repetitive form – and so the kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK is (a posteriori) a
reasonable proxy for estimating global phase ΦG.
Fig. 5 illustrates the relationship between a global kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK and the kinematic
phases of the legs ΦˆFR, ΦˆMR, ΦˆHR, ΦˆFL, ΦˆML, ΦˆHL from the running cockroach in Fig. 4-A,B. We assume
that our kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK (Fig. 5-A) represents the global phase ΦG. In this example, the
kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK is constructed from the positions and velocities of the animal’s six feet by
treating the centroids of the two tripods as “virtual legs”. We used the relative position of the tripod
centroids and its derivative (velocity) to generate a phase estimate by normalizing them to mean 0 and
variance 1, and taking them as the X and Y coordinates of a point. The phase estimate is the angle of
the point, as plotted in Fig. 5-A, relative to the X axis. The cycles of individual feet can be viewed as
projections into different sub-systems (Fig. 5-B) of our kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK.
We derived our estimate of the future motions of the animal (Fig. 4-B,C) from our kinematic phase
estimate ΦˆK (Fig. 5-A) which we also consider to be a reasonable estimate for global phase ΦˆG. We
used the fact that by construction, global phase ΦG evolves linearly in time. We “unwrapped” the cycles
in our phase estimates so that phase is increasing rather than wrapping around from pi to −pi. These
instantaneous unwrapped phases as a function of time – global and per-leg – are plotted in Fig. 5-C.
Once we were confident that our global phase estimate ΦˆG evolved linearly over extended periods of
time when validated with unperturbed motion data, we took pre-perturbation experimental data from
a trial and extrapolated a model of the “unwrapped” data with some constant frequency ω and phase
intercept φ0 using linear regression:
Φˆext(t)
∆= ωt+ φ0 = ΦˆG(t) + ρ(t)
ρ(t) regression residual (1)
The model predicts the future behavior that should have occurred without the perturbation. Because
of the high temporal resolution of the phase estimate ΦˆG, a short pre-perturbation interval – potentially
an interval as short as a step or two – may be sufficient for extrapolating several strides into the future
with Φˆext.
The “(global prediction) residual phase”, in the form of
∆ΦˆG(t)
∆= ΦˆG(t) − Φˆext(t) (2)
and its sub-system analogs for any sub-system S
∆ΦˆS(t)
∆= ΦˆS(t) − Φˆext(t) (3)
can be used to observe how the whole animal is perturbed in timing, and how different sub-systems
reestablish their relative phasing. In the present example, Fig. 5-C shows that the sub-systems in
question – individual legs – exhibit characteristic phase relationships, and that the three legs with
similar relative phases are those functioning as a tripod. Moreover, it illustrates that our estimate of
global phase – the kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK (Fig. 5-A and grey line in Fig. 5-C) also represents the
phase and frequency (i.e. slope of the line in Fig. 5-C) of the leg sub-systems when no perturbations
are present. The lack of a change in instantaneous phase in Fig. 4-C before the perturbation is simply a
consequence of a constant difference in phase between the leg phase and our global phase estimate (Fig.
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Fig. 5. Determining instantaneous phase change in a running insect using a dynamical systems approach. A
Plot of kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK. Kinematic phase estimate represents the global high dimensional dynamical
system of a locomoting animal. Kinematic phase estimate ΦˆK is constructed from the positions and velocities of
the animal’s six feet by treating each tripod as a viritual leg at its centroid. By taking the difference in fore-aft
position of the centroids and its derivative we obtain plot of A. B Plots of sub-system phase estimates ΦˆS for
individual feet S = FL,ML,HL,FR,MR,HR, which may be viewed as projections of our overall kinematic
phase estimate ΦˆK. C Instantaneous phase as a function of time for both (global) kinematic phase and leg phases
of individual legs. Leg phases fall into two groups, each set representing a tripod of support. The slope of the
lines represents cycle frequency. The instantaneous difference of a phase from the trend-line of the kinematic
phase estimate ΦˆK is used to calculate any phase changes that result from a perturbation as in Fig. 4
5-C). As shown in Fig. 4-C, a perturbation may alter the residual phase, i.e. the phase relationship
between the extrapolated phase estimate Φˆext and the actual phase.
The utility of a global phase estimate in the study of non-linear oscillators cannot be over-emphasized.
We expect that a global phase estimate will become an invaluable tool for the experimentalist studying
biological systems that are, in mathematical essence, non-linear oscillators comprising a neural pattern
generator, a musculoskeletal system and their interactions with the environment. The most obvious use
of a global phase estimate is to allow the future motions of the animal to be predicted by linear regression
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of the global phase using its recent motions. This prediction may be compared with the outcome of the
animal’s response to perturbations – forming an assay that can be used to test neuromechanical control
architectures (Fig. 3).
4 Perturbation experiments
We examine several types of perturbations that can assist in revealing which control architecture best
represents periodic locomotor behaviors like running. It is important to impress upon the reader that
nonlinear hybrid systems, such as those governing animal locomotion, are unlike linear systems used in
engineering in that their behavior cannot be fully characterized by their reactions to a standard set of
stimuli. While linear time-invariant systems can be fully described by their response to impulses, chirps,
and other textbook stimuli, our choices here are not governed by any such hope.
Instead, we chose perturbations that modify some aspects of the dynamical system while keeping
other aspects fixed. We have tried to select perturbations that are “biological” in that one may expect
such deviations from steady state horizontal running in a natural environment. We have also tried to
pick perturbations that are tractable experimentally. These choices should not be seen by the reader
as an exact recipe for experiments in all studies of running. Rather, these are exemplars from different
classes of perturbations, applied to the study of running to provide the reader with concrete instances.
The exact choice of perturbation should be made in light of a specific locomotor behavior, the animal
system and its experimental feasibility – but we are confident that these broad classes of perturbations
are generally useful.
4.1 Types of Outcomes
Many outcomes are possible as a result of a perturbation. The outcome may depends on both the mag-
nitude of the perturbation and that phase in which is was applied. In the remainder of this section, we
describe types of outcomes that can readily be observed and quantified in kinematic phase measure-
ments using an insect as our animal runner. In the next section we go on to relate these outcomes to
perturbation type and control architecture class.
First, an insect may recover back to its original phase and frequency (Fig. 6-A). Second, the per-
turbation may cause all the legs of a tripod to change phase from the original phase to settle back
down to a phase different from the original phase (control compared to phase shifted; Fig. 6-B). Third,
the perturbation may cause all the legs of a tripod to change frequency (shown by a slope change in
the phase plot; Fig. 6-C). Finally, the perturbation may cause an orbit shift changing both phase and
frequency from the original the shape of the trajectories in time and making phase comparisons more
challenging to interpret (Fig. 6-D).
Phase Changes
By definition, the phase of undisturbed locomotion is a linear function of time, with a constant frequency
as its slope. Phase change outcomes (P and D in Table 1) are changes in which the animal remains near
the same periodic orbit, and thus moving with the same frequency, but at a constant offset relative to
the phase’s expected value at that time according to the motion prior to perturbation.
We separate two classes of phase change outcomes: discrete phase changes (D) and continuous phase
changes (P). Discrete phase changes have characteristic values that depend only weakly on the magnitude
of the applied perturbation such as the height of a bump or the grade of an incline. Typically, the discrete
phase change (D) appears when the perturbation magnitude exceeds a threshold, and remains constant
beyond that threshold. Continuous phase changes (P) depend in a continuous way on the magnitude of
the perturbation and appear gradually as the perturbation magnitude grows.
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Fig. 6. Types of outcomes from a transient perturbation, such as a bump, expressed in terms of fore-aft foot
position and residual phases as a function of time. The left column shows the fore-aft position of each foot
as in Fig. 4, and the right column shows the residual kinematic phase based on an extrapolation of the phase
before perturbation. Each cycle in the left column represents a single stride. A phase and frequency recovery (no
change).B a phase change outcome, where frequency is recovered but phase is not. The gray lines extrapolate
foot motions prior to perturbation to illustrate how phase shifted movements differ from un-shifted movements.
C a frequency change outcome. D a gradual breakdown of the periodic orbit’s shape
Frequency Changes
Frequency change outcomes (F in Table 1) are experimental outcomes where the period of the motion
changes. Frequency expresses itself as the slope of the trend-line of phase as a function of time, and
therefore frequency change outcomes correspond to significant changes in this slope. In practice, it is
convenient to examine the residual phase, and statistically reject a slope of zero.
Mathematically speaking, a frequency change always requires a change of orbit – but changes in orbit
shape may be too small to detect directly even when the associated frequency is different. Whenever
frequency changes, the phases before and after the perturbation are no longer directly comparable
because the linear equations predicting them have different slopes, causing the phase difference to be a
function of time.
Orbit Changes
Orbit change outcomes (O in Table 1) are outcomes where the limit cycle (the closed curve in the
high dimensional state space along which the oscillations repeat) is sufficiently deformed that significant
changes may be readily observable in the animal’s kinematics. In such cases the coordinate transforma-
tion defining the phase of the original orbit must break down, and phases can no longer be compared
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Table 1. The table summarizes the changes we would expect to see in phase, frequency and orbit shape if running
animals using a controller architecture from a given class (column) are perturbed with the given perturbation
(row). By performing multiple experimental perturbations we can obtain independent lines of evidence about
the controller’s architectural class
  
NCA0 NCA1 NCA2 NCA3
Spring Mass Clocked Leg Clock
No Clock Spring-Mass Tracker Feedback
Bump P D = P
Step P D = P
Incline P,F
Mass P P P P,F
Substrate O(F) O = P,F
Impulse P D = P
O(F)N D,PN PN
= no asymptotic changes
P continuous phase resetting
D discrete phase resetting
F frequency change
O change of orbit
N no stable solutions
in a trivial way before and after the perturbation. The breakdown of the old phase coordinate implies
a large increase in magnitude of the fitting error when fitting a linear model to phase estimates applied
to post-perturbation kinematic data. The large errors signify that the old phase estimate is no longer
as useful because it assumes different orbit kinematics than those observed. A statistical hypothesis
test of what constitutes a breakdown of the phase estimate, and thus an O outcome, is the converse of
establishing that a phase estimate is useful: finding that the goodness of fit of a linear regression of the
phase estimate is below what the investigator considers to be the minimal acceptable quality.
While relating phases across orbit changes is challenging, frequencies remain comparable in as much
as they tell us whether the period of the new pattern of motions is different from the period of the old
pattern. For some architecture and perturbation combinations the new orbit is almost certainly expected
to have a different frequency (O(F) in Table 1).
Destabilization Failures
Sometimes a given controller cannot handle a certain class of perturbation, leading to a situation where
no steady state periodic solution is possible (N in Table 1). In such a case the kinematic patterns either
do not approach any specific orbit and undergo continuous changes, or the motions lead to some failure
like crashing into the ground.
4.2 Perturbation Types and Their Expected Outcomes
Table 1 illustrates several perturbation types that are sufficient when considered collectively for iden-
tifying the controller architecture class. Here we describe the perturbation types, the reasoning behind
their selection, and the expected outcomes they generate.
In repeated experiments with a given perturbation type, it is important to note that outcome may
well depend on both the magnitude and the phase at which the perturbation was applied. Given the
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large variability in most biological data, proper experimental design and a large number of replicates are
paramount. A more detailed treatment of these important topics is outside the scope of this chapter.
Bump Perturbation
The simplest perturbation we consider is running over a bump. The bump provides a transient change
in terrain followed by an environment that is in all ways identical to that preceding perturbation. We
imagine that for each of the NCAs, a bump would be manifest as a change in ground height restricted
to a single stance period.
The NCA0 controllers are governed entirely by their mechanical state. A bump modifies this state
to a degree that depends continuously on the size of the bump. The NCA0 system has no memory of
its prior phase and frequency, but the similarity between terrain before and after perturbation suggests
that a return to the old limit cycle would provide a stable solution – incurring a phase lag or lead related
to the size of the bump. Hence the expect outcome is P.
NCA1 controllers are governed by the inexorable nature of their driving clock. If the clock is oblivious
to the mechanical state, a well defined phase relationship between the internal driving signal and the
physical response can only occur if the mechanical interactions with the environment bring the body
into phase with the clock. In turn, this implies that the mechanical orbit is partitioned into basins
converging to different phase offsets relative to the driving clock. Bump perturbations are thus likely to
generate discrete phase changes (D) when crossing basin boundaries and no changes if these boundaries
are not crossed.
Systems with effective tracking will tend to function the same way regardless of external perturbation.
Such is the case for the NCA2 class whose controller brings the tracking error to zero for all transient
perturbations in the mechanical state. This implies that the mechanical phase before and after a bump
must follow the same linear schedule (=), exactly as dictated by the CPG.
The NCA3 controllers allow feedback to affect the clock by changing its frequency. The effect of
these countervailing influences on clock rate by transient perturbations, such as bumps, is to generate a
phase change (P) – the integral of the induced frequency change during the recovery period. The phase
change is continuously dependent on perturbation magnitude because the recovery time and frequency
change also depend on perturbation magnitude.
The reader may now already observe in Table 1 a general difficulty in distinguishing regulatory
outcomes affected by algorithmic “internal” controllers from those due to comparably tuned mechan-
ical feedback systems. For example, the Table 1 summarizes our prediction of identical outcomes (no
change) for NCA0 and NCA3 architectures (continuous phase shift) when perturbed by bumps. The
difficulty separating NCA0 and NCA3 is due in no small part to the fact that purely mechanical non-
linear systems can exhibit very complicated behaviors – as complicated as those exhibited by systems
with sophisticated feedback mechanisms. Nevertheless, some general properties can separate NCA0 and
NCA3 architectures with bump perturbations. First, NCA0s have no hidden state variables so their
mechanically observable state should completely predict their behavior whereas one may imagine that
different “internal” conditions will yield different kinematically observable dynamics for the NCA3 class.
Second, because mechanical feedback can operate very quickly compared to algorithmic or neuromus-
cular feedback, it is reasonable to assume that very fast responses are purely mechanical as in NCA0.
For responses to span times on the order of a stride period with no obvious mechanical conservation
law maintaining them, a neural representation that persists over time is required, and thus implicates a
NCA3 controller.
Step Perturbation
Idealized mechanical models are often posited as manifesting conserved quantities, such as total energy
and components of linear and angular momenta. While true physical systems cannot be entirely loss-
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less, it is frequently the case that strongly under-damped mechanical components can yield behavior
manifesting a reasonable facsimile of the idealized conservation properties. For these types of systems,
a slightly more obtrusive terrain perturbation for running would be a step – a sudden and enduring
change in ground height. The kinematic and dynamic changes are still localized in space and time, but
the regime after the perturbation differs in one of the key integrals of motion – the potential energy. In
such a case the controller is required to compensate for the energy imbalance, which is never necessary
in level running.
Because it is encountered by the legs as a transient, a step perturbation has similar outcomes to
those of a bump perturbation for controllers of the NCA1, NCA2 and NCA3 classes. All these classes of
controllers can and do stabilize the total energy of the system. Several purely mechanical NCA0 controller
models have been proposed whose elements are tuned to closely approximate an energy conserving system
– for example, the “passively stabilized” SLIP models in [28]. A step forces such a simple system to shift
orbits, thereby likely changing the frequency. A sufficiently large step would cause the runner to halt by
not being able to transition into flight, or to crash into the ground by having too much kinetic energy
for the leg spring to absorb and return. Accordingly, for this kind of NCA0 variant the step recovery
would be summarized by the symbol F or N.
However, some systems in the NCA0 class may regulate energy without neural feedback, for example
by having positive force feedback [27]. In such cases the hybrid system’s limit cycle is regulated with
respect to energy. Since the floor remains level after its initial shift, any initial excess or deficit of energy
will be bled out after a number of strides. The same limit cycle will reappear on a new isochron, so
there will be a permanent change in the recovered phase relative to the old one. Magnitude of the
phase changes is expected to be continuous in the magnitude and direction of perturbation. We have
entered this outcome in the summary Table 1 as P, rather than the F or N consequences of the simpler
“passively” stabilized mechanical variants described in the previous paragraph.
As the step perturbation to these architectures illustrates, roughly conserved mechanical quantities
can readily reveal architectural differences, because they preclude full asymptotic stability in the absence
of concerted neuromuscular feedback. They offer apt targets of the experiments we propose, because
results reveal a specific non-mechanical regulatory mechanism. For example, the outcomes plotted along
the corresponding row of Table 1 show the difference between NCA1, NCA2 and NCA3 controllers when
encountering a step. The first would typically have kinematic phase lagging the clock, whereas in the
second the tracking controller would correct the kinematic phase offset back to zero. In contrast, in
the third, the transient errors would have temporarily altered the internal clock frequency to allow the
kinematics time to “catch up” with the result of an overall phase resetting.
Finally, the reader should observe that the same difficulties as in the case of the bump perturbation
are encountered here in distinguishing purely mechanical from neurally generated implementations of
the same style of control. Similar outcomes of NCA0 with NCA3 suggest the desirability of adding some
internal perturbations, such as disrupting neural feedback, to the complement of purely mechanical
perturbations we consider in this chapter.
Incline Perturbation
In both bumps and steps the post-perturbation regime is geometrically similar to the pre-perturbation
regime, with respect to the animal’s body. The same body kinematics could, in principle, work equally
well before and after the perturbation event. However, if an animal were to use the exact same kinematics
(relative to gravity) running up an incline as it does running horizontally, it would introduce a systematic
error in all foot placements and center of mass forces. Thus, an incline would challenge the controller to
adjust to a new, slightly modified kinematic regime. For our posited physical models, an“incline” should
be construed as a regular, linear change in ground height as a function of distance traveled.
Our NCA0 system will alter its frequency (F) or fail entirely when confronted by inclines. If feedback
only at the transitions allows energy to be injected in this predominately mechanical architecture, then
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touchdown events will repeatedly occur “too early”. Each time the controller will compensate for a
wrong “neutral point.” For small slopes there will be a net change in steady state cycle period resulting
in a permanent frequency shift relative to the original. As the slope increases, the qualitative kinematic
features of the steady state behavior will begin to depart significantly from the level ground periodic
orbit. The combination of orbit and frequency change we denote symbolically by O(F). For larger
slopes, no stabilization may be possible and critical failure may result. Thus in the end, the NCA0
system manifests disrupted orbits and gait instability that we mark with the symbol N in Table 1. This
is illustrated in Fig. 6-D by showing a phase plot of a system whose orbit is losing its similarity to the
initial steady state orbit.
The oblivious clock of NCA1 systems would also encounter difficulties with inclines, although the
approach to instability with increasing incline would likely take a different course. An incline perturba-
tion would change the frequency of steady state solutions. For small inclines, this may well be within
the basin of convergence for correctable phase differences and would express itself as a consistent phase
error proportional to the incline. Namely, these intermediate inclines (significant but prior to failure)
might induce significant enough postural changes in the body (in consequence of the passive compliant
response to shifted gravitational loading) as to be dynamically viable and measureable as phase changes
(P, D). At inclines sufficient to exceed the phase convergence basin of zero phase change, no steady state
solutions are likely to exist (N).
NCA2 controllers deal with persistent kinematic challenges such as inclines by applying a constant
correction each cycle. This leads initially to a phase change that is continuously dependent on the
incline magnitude (P), and the existence of steady state solutions over a small range of incline gradients.
The persistently corrective controller effort could be viewed a “penalty” for the mismatch between the
CPG driving frequency tuned to flat ground and the changed frequency necessary for “optimal” incline
running. Eventually, the frequency mismatch and inappropriate kinematic posture would disrupt the
attracting cycle entirely (N).
Both NCA1 and NCA2 architectures have a driving clock that runs oblivious to the environment.
With sufficiently large slopes, we might expect such a mismatch between stride frequency and ground
contact mechanics to incur sub-harmonic oscillations. If these occur, systematic differences will appear
between the kinematics of even and odd steps, causing the phase estimation function to degrade. The
gradual deterioration of the orbit (O) will have a systematic structure, where the linear phase model
residuals in even cycles have one characteristic form and the residuals in odd cycles have another form.
In both NCA1 and NCA2 the clock frequency cannot change, almost entirely precluding the possibility
of frequency change outcomes.
The NCA3 controllers have the capability to avoid the frequency mismatch penalty by changing
their CPG frequency to accommodate the incline. The nominal gait will be retuned for the slope just
as in the case of NCA2. However, now there is a chance if the feedback to the clock has sufficient
influence at time constants well within the stride period, then the “early” (or “late”) touchdowns may
be corrected by advancing (retarding) the clock phase and then retarding (advancing) it to correct for
wrongly anticipated stance phase duration. In this case, we would expect a distorted version of the
original limit cycle. The cycle may have the same frequency albeit shifted phase, since the system would
settle down on a new isochron (P). The system also may operate at a different frequency, since the
internal clock advance and retard effects might not necessarily balance. The change in frequency means
that the phase evolution controller governing the system before the incline is no longer meaningful. In
the new limit cycle’s phase coordinate, corresponding orbit events such as touchdown will be phase
shifted relative to their positions in the previous orbit by a magnitude that is continuously dependent
on the grade of the incline. Fig. 6-C illustrates a NCA3 system compensating for an incline by changing
frequency (F).
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Dynamical Perturbation
The last three rows of the table in Table 1 address perturbations that have already appeared in the
empirical animal motor literature and we include their consideration in this chapter for the sake of
continuity. Adding mass and changing the moment of inertia of human runners has been studied for its
own sake and as a model for dinosaurs [12, 55]. Humans [22] have been run on substrates of variable
compliance. Jindrich and Full have reported the response of intact cockroach runners to sudden impulse
perturbations [44]. In none of these previous studies has the relative kinematic phase explicitly been
measured. We now briefly review what the expected phase responses would be to each of these distinct
dynamical perturbations and include the outcomes in Table 1.
For NCA0 systems, a center of mass shift (either magnitude or position) or change in moments will
again change the steady state posture, incurring a small but likely measurable offset (in proportion to leg
compliance) in phase (P) that varies continuously with the shift. A small change in substrate mechanics
(e.g. damping or compliance) may likely incur changes in individual leg transients at touchdown and
liftoff and thus alter the kinematic phase (P) by shifting the ground-contact-feedback-triggered schedule
for application of energy during leg stance. More dramatic substrate changes might lead to a sever
deformation in the steady state kinematics, causing the original phase estimation function to have little
power (O). A transient impulse applied to the center of mass carries kinetic energy and momentum that
need to be bled off, entailing a change in phase that depends continuously on the magnitude of the
impulse (P).
For the NCA1 system, a center of mass shift or change in moments will once again change the steady
state posture, incurring a small but likely measurable offset in phase (P) that varies continuously with
the shift. A change in substrate mechanics may once again incur changes in individual leg transients
at touchdown and liftoff, but should not have a measurable effect on steady state phase (=) until the
ground becomes so much more compliant that the kinematic shape of the limit cycle is altered (O).
A transient impulse applied to the center of mass should yield no change for small impulses, but may
switch the system to a new stable CPG-body phase relationship when larger. The phase change is thus
a discrete function of impulse magnitude (D).
For the leg tracking controller of NCA2, a COM shift (either magnitude or position) or change in
moments will once again change the steady state posture, incurring a small but likely measurable offset
(in proportion to leg compliance) in phase that varies continuously with the shift. A change in substrate
mechanics (e.g. damping or compliance) may once again incur changes in individual leg transients at
touchdown and liftoff but should not have a measurable effect on steady state phase. A transient impulse
applied to the mass center should yield no change in phase.
Finally, for the NCA3 systems, center of mass shifts, changes in moments and changes in substrate
compliance may all be compensated for by the controller in two ways. One form of feedback stabilization
would be for forces to change so as to maintain a close semblance of the original kinematics, by way
of the tracking controller. This type of stabilization would tend to induce a continuous phase change
(P). The other form of stabilization would change the frequency of the motion, also leaving the kine-
matics essentially the same, and adapting the rate of motion to the change in environment. Due to the
dependency of this interplay on the specific feedback gains, it is difficult to predict a general outcome.
One may reasonably assume that NCA3 controllers are exceptionally good at maintaining the shape of
kinematic trajectories, suggesting that changes in orbit shape (O) are very unlikely.
A transient impulse applied to the mass center might well introduce a lagging change in frequency
(transient) and thus a likely phase shift (P) in rough proportion to the magnitude of perturbation.
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5 Conclusions
In an effort to create testable hypotheses for the control of running, we introduce a progression of
neuromechanical control architectures. Within a dynamical systems framework, we explore the coupling
of an internal “neural” pattern generator with an “external” mechanical body and legs. We progress
from strongly feedforward controllers dominated by the mechanical system viewed as a hybrid oscillator
to a controller with feedback signals driven by mechanical perturbations that influence the feedforward
command signal emanating from the neural pattern generator (Fig. 2 and Fig. 3).
To begin to define these architectures, we use a series of legged physical models (robots) that offer
the most direct exposition of our central argument that “external’ body-limb kinematics can offer a
window into “internal” architecture. Specifically, we propose that kinematically derived measurements
of mechanical phase manifest the internal neural clock phase and hence can be used to capture aspects
of the coupled motor system’s phase response curve during rhythmic behavior.
By reasoning about the likely properties of the phase response curve for each architecture in the pro-
gression, we conclude that an appropriately diverse battery of distinct mechanical perturbations must
elicit an observable pattern of phase and frequencies changes that distinguish each individual architec-
ture. Thus, we hypothesize that applying such a battery of perturbations to an intact runner – robot
or animal – may shed significant light on the nature of its seemingly inaccessible feedforward/feedback
internal architecture. Mathematically succinct exemplars of this architectural plane are straightforward
to design and their analysis should be of considerable interest.
In particular, it is interesting to speculate on the extent to which our informal reasoning about
the likely empirical phase response of complicated mechanisms to perturbations might be shown to be
mathematically necessary. Because we take advantage of the ubiquity of isochrons [37, 81] in coupled
oscillators [14], such mathematical prescriptions might likely extend to the far more elaborate kinematics
of runners. If so, such perturbation batteries attain the character of an empirical assay with the power
to characterize important aspects of an intact runner’s motor control operating point.
Experiments now in progress with laboratory animals will soon reveal the true empirical power of
these hypotheses.
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